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BOREHOLE PROBLEM SOLVED
On my arrival as Head Greenkeeper at Neath in January 2012 – after thirteen years at Saunton Golf Club in my native Devon – I
was tasked, among other things, with investigating the deterioration of the water supply from the borehole used to irrigate the
golf course. I found that the pump would only run for twenty seconds before running extremely slow and then the flow would
become very sporadic. The borehole would then take four days to recover before any more water could be extracted: we were
on the verge of abandoning the bore and drilling a replacement at a cost of £9.000 or so but decided to raise the pump to see if
anything could be done to resurrect it.
Upon removing the pump from the bore, it was found to be coated in an iron-red deposit – there did, though seem to be plenty
of water in the borehole ( standing at 48m in the 94m bore ) so we concluded that the iron deposits were preventing the
borehole from recharging at a reasonable rate.
I soon found references to borehole iron bacteria contamination on the internet and contacted Proquip Direct Ltd for advice.
They were extremely helpful and £264 secured sufficient of their I-GON product to dose our borehole – this was duly fed in as a
solution and circulated for 48 hours. The results were dramatic – even surprising Proquip – and the pump is now running back at
full capacity: it ran for a full twelve days non-stop through the recent hot spell with no drop-off in yield.
I now know that Iron-reducing bacteria are endemic in the environment and appreciate that the problem will recur at some time
in the future ............... but I also now know how to resolve it when I see the symptoms – at a cost of under £300 rather than
£9000!
Mark Tucker
Head Greenkeeper, Neath Golf Club.

Flow test.
10/01/2012-13lts per min
25/4/2012- after treatment with 15kgs of I-GON-90lts per min
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Proquip
Igon used to clean out blocked pump ‘ down the hole’
hole’.
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A borehole supply in West Yorkshire feeding directly into 14 properties was reported not delivering
sufficient flow or pressure. After checking for obvious causes such as leaking under ground pipes,
holed riser pipe etc. it was concluded that either the pump intakes were blocked or the impellers
clogged with iron.
The pump was sited at 60 metres on 1¼ galvanised steel pipe and so lifting the unit would have been
a lengthy, time consuming operation.
It was decided to use Igon down the hole in an attempt to remove the blockage without having to lift
the pump.
Using the dosing information provided 6kg of Igon was dissolved into some water, poured down the
borehole and then re-circulated for a couple of hours. Within 10-15 minutes a significant improvement
in the flow from the borehole was noted. After a full two hours no further improvement was seen and
so the cleaning process was considered to be complete.
The original closed valve pressure was 1.2bar and the maximum flow just 9litres/min.
On completion of the clean the closed valve pressure was in excess of 6.0 bar and a flow of 55 litres
per minute was achieved.
The spent Igon was pumped from the borehole into a tank and removed from site for disposal. The
borehole was then allowed to discharge to drain for a few hours to ensure all the Igon had been
removed prior to putting the system back into commission.
The use of Igon saved a considerable amount of down- time to the water supply, this being particularly
important because one of the residents used a home dialysis machine which required a water supply
for it to function. The Igon not only cleaned the pump intakes and impellers but will also have
removed iron from the casing screens and pump riser pipe so a more complete cleaning will have been
achieved.
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Igon used to increase a borehole yield.
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A borehole supply in West Yorkshire feeding into a single dwelling was having difficulty providing an
adequate yield of water to the house, particularly when there was an increased occupancy due to
guests staying for any length of time.
Igon was mixed up with water, added to the borehole and then re-circulated for short periods of time
over 48 hours.
On completion of the cleaning the spent Igon was pumped into a tank and removed from site for safe
disposal. The borehole was then pumped to drain a number of times over the next few days to remove
all traces of the Igon before the system was put back into commission.
Dip tests taken before and after the Igon cleaning indicated an increase in yield from the well in the
region of 36%. This increase was considered to be sufficient to alleviate the risk of any further
shortages and so the procedure was considered a complete success.
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Site location:
As above
Duration of works: (2 days)
Commencing 24th January 2008
Completion 25th January 2008
Borehole information:
Casing
Diameter
Well depth
Rest water level
Rising main
Dip Tube
Pump Type
Performance

PVC
6”
80m
13m
11/2” Steel approx 60m deep
1” PVC
Lowara 6GS22 22kw
6m3/h at 80m

Problem
A while ago around 2006 we installed a borehole pump to supply the hotel and spa but over the last few months, it
seemed to be producing a far lower flow- of bright orange water- than the 6m3/h it gave originally. We concluded that
professional help was required and were recommended to contact Proquip Direct.
Cleaning Operation
Proquip made an initial visit to access the situation and found the flow to be only 4m3/h – concluding that the problem
was caused by iron bacteria choking the well and pump.
They returned to treat the well one Thursday morning and added 70kg of their I-GON borehole cleaner to the water
while circulating it back down the hole. They kept the pump running for an hour and then left it off overnight to allow
the I-GON to dissolve the Iron Foulng. After 24hours the pump was re-started and the water run to waste for a couple
of hours before testing the flow again. This was now found to be back to 6m3/h and the water was clear.
Conclusions
The cleaning of the borehole with I-GON achieved the desired results of removing the Iron Fouling from the pump and
cleaning the screen….. we would be happy to recommend this treatment for anyone else with a well in a similar state.

Yours Sincerely

Mr Ian Odendaal
Technical Services Manager
Pennyhill Park Hotel and Spa

Hi Mark,
Many thanks for the prompt delivery of the I-GON which arrived the day after we placed
the order.
I thought I would send you a quick note after the successful completion of the borehole
cleaning operation.
As mentioned, the pump is at 41 metre in a 90m deep two year old borehole and our client
has noticed a fall in performance of the pump over the last six months.
We introduced around 80kg of I-GON to the borehole and left it circulating with the pump
for two hours. Within the first twenty minutes an improvement could be seen from the
return pipe into our surface tank and after two hours the pump was circulating water at
least double the flow from when we started.
After twenty four hours the flow had increased further - back to when the pump was brand
new.
“Great Job - Very Impressed”
I am very pleased with the result and the client is as well and we look forward to using IGON again in the future.
Regards
Richard

